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My NCC Experience

It was 21st August 2019 when the enrolment
process for NCC(National Cadet Corps) batch 20192022 took place in our college (Graphic Era
University). A large pool of candidates had arrived
to try their best and get the opportunity to become
the part of this reputable organization (NCC).I was
also the part of that aspiring group, and after going
through the rigorous enrolment process I got a
chance to be a part of NCC.
The core principles on which the foundation of NCC
is laid are Unity and Discipline and the various
activities such as the different camps offer a great
opportunity to imbibe these characteristics in
oneself. On joining NCC I was introduced to the
“other boys” who have joined along with me and
once the training started in no time these “other
boys” became my “buddy mates”. Undergoing the
same training and attending the camp together has
developed a strong sense of brotherhood and

bonding amongst us and has helped us to develop a
sense of unity.
The sense of responsibility and the proud feeling,
every time I don the NCC uniform is quite
unmatched. Coming from a civilian background, the
discipline that we are taught in NCC has given me
somewhat an extra edge to even tackle the day to
day tasks, as rightfully said it is not the uniform that
separates us from the rest but our discipline that
makes the whole difference.
There was an event by the name Swachta
Pakhwada that took place and the aim was to
spread the message of cleanliness through various
activities such as poster making ,singing ,dancing
,nukkad natak , etc. In this event I participated in
poster making and singing activity along with my
buddies and by the hardwork of my buddy mates
and guidance of our seniors we were able to win
the best institution trophy, it was a proud moment
for all of us our hardwork and efforts paid off and it

was quite more special as this was our batch’s first
event in NCC.
NCC has helped me in building a strong ,
responsible character which otherwise would not
have been possible. It is giving me the moments to
cherish for a lifetime. I am sure the teachings that I
am acquiring in NCC would help me in my future
endeavours.

